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(1) Yearning for a break from the rat race. I 

long for warm, lazy, empty solitary days... the 

pleasure of being away from everything... a 

vacation from personal cares and 

responsibilities and the febrile restlessness of a 

city life… snoozing in some cozy spot and 

letting the world go by... miles away from 

demands of technology and tyranny of a 

cheerless rut. Every now and then, I'm filled with nostalgia for simpler 

times –  daydreaming of moving to a picturesque village where 

everybody says hello and no one locks the door... where one could 

commune with nature, march to the beat of one's own drums...things 

going at a happy-hum... languid, easy-going rhythm of a bucolic 

setting... life of comfortable obscurity... an idyllic existence... things 

moving in slow-motion... phrased another way savouring an indolent, 

carefree existence – life of dolce far niente ... where on could think one's 

thoughts to the end, finding time for contemplation, introspection, soul-

searching, self-analysis, stock-taking and what have you... I ache to 

settle in a villa on French Riviera (I feel like naming it ‘El-Retiro’ – 

seclusion and privacy) overlooking mountains and sea in a spectacular 

setting, it would be more than a villa – a sort of a refuge and a getaway 

where on could lock out the world and forget about its worries and 

misfortunes and truly relax and unwind…filled with peace, enveloped 

in a sense of total well-being. Isn’t life too short not to be enjoyed as 

we struggle headlong in the current of our destinies? 

 

Eternity – for it is a sort of eternity for a man to have his time all to 

himself... Delightfully unstructured days... Oh! How I pine for them. 
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(2) We’ve learned to lead a double life. We live at one level and talk at 

another. If only we could learn the art of peeling away the layers of 

masked identities and discover the real person. We wear the mask that 

grins, lies and hides our true identity. The façade and the interior do not 

always match… who we are… the exterior or the interior… Are we 

what we choose to reveal… or what we choose to hide… We are forever 

trapped in this never-ending quest… a sort of Sisyphean task… We are 

never equal to what others think of us, or even what we think of 

ourselves. Over a period of time we are obliged to develop a wardrobe 

of role personalities– pulling us in different directions and reducing us 

to weary tramps on the highway of sorrows. Most of us have an 

operational persona which moves efficiently through the world doing 

what is expected, while our core selves lives deeply withdrawn. Our 

true self is a mystery – a frustrating riddle and most of us will never be 

able to understand it in one lifetime. Somewhere between what I am 

and what I would like to be, I exist (I’m closer to the former, 

unfortunately). At times, one feels left to a solitary retrospect of one’s 

not very happy life – hemmed in by meaningless worldly trials – 

pushing us in a pit of black despair…consigning us to a labyrinth, where 

there is hardly any light. Sometimes I wish that reality was just a bad 

dream one wakes up from. 

 

(3) RETIREMENT: From that day my life would flow like a great river, 

filled with all the blessings of freedom. The transition from a working 

life into retirement would be as smooth as a fish slipping back into 

water. It would afford me the chance to balance the books of my 

existence and to come to terms with my experiences – perhaps resolve 

my identity crisis and cultivate a sense of inner serenity… floating 

gently in the peaceful backwaters of life. It gives you the time and space 

to grow and be the person you want to be. You feel good about being 
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in control of your life… allowing you to catch up on some living: now 

that you’re free from the shackles of office drudgery. 

 

Post-retirement I dream of residing in a big brooding house by the sea… 

enfolded in a somnolent serenity. When I would wake up in the morning 

a pearl and silver dawn would be lying in the sky. A benign sun would 

be lighting up the world… sea glinting like diamonds…One can’t help 

but feel a mystic elation gazing at the blue sky and into spatial infinity 

– a truly mind-expanding phenomenon… observing cloud formations 

and their shifty architecture and appreciating divine artistry… 

luxuriating in solitary splendour…listening to the sounds of silence and 

slowly inhaling and sipping the glittering panorama…looking at the 

crystalline sea and watching the graceful dives of the seabirds… 

exhilarating to feel the wind in my face – the breeze lulling me into a 

trance…Memories flashing back before my eyes like snapshots in a 

photo album… before I catch a nap in a reclining chair under a golden 

summer afternoon. 

 

On another day I could be fishing on a quiet lake… my idea of heaven. 

Being close to nature is what gives fishing its allure. Or I could just sit 

in the park feeding pigeons or lie in a meadow dappled with 

butterflies… followed by climbing over a mountain flecked with 

sheep... and when exhausted I could lie down with stray thoughts… 

idling away the day… caught up in the ebb and flow of overlapping 

moods… savouring the bliss and luxury of free time… cocooned in an 

air so pure that it goes to one’s head like wine… All my senses engaged. 

Let me absorb world’s variety and uniqueness. Little wonder open 

spaces are great soothers of the soul. Wow! It’s raining and I’m soaking 

with a sheet of cool rain – it’s so pristine, so refreshing… a little later… 

mother nature would uncork a magnificent rainbow over the sea. Isn’t 

life beautiful? 
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I would surely indulge myself to my heart’s content by bathing alfresco 

in the sea – like a fish frolicking happily in the waves… far from the 

madding crowd and the ridiculous clutter and brutality of a city life. 

Blithely liberated from mundane issues and spate of rumours and bad 

news… 

 

I could well spend a day bird watching – my hobby to de-stress and 

reconnect with nature. My real gypsy soul would take me to 

breathtakingly beautiful valleys, forests, plains, pastures, bubbling 

brooks in a quiet woodland environment… Footloose and in a mood to 

wander… sampling and relishing new experiences and encounters 

(could be episodes of romance!) which travelling provides. Travelling 

has always held a sense of magic for me. We remain nomadic at heart. 

My credo: “Wherever a better life beckons – go!” Live as you want – a 

thought that has always held me in thrall. There are times when I long 

to regress to teen hood… that insatiable appetite for life! 

 

I would love spending my time listening to music having the swagger 

and swing of my wide, careless life – no longer besieged with the 

factitious cares of the world. My house would be adorned by paintings 

that evoke the fun and flavor of daydreams… 

 

Topping my day off with the unforgettable glory of halcyon 

evenings…It would be a rare delight to watch the sun… a red disc 

sinking far into the horizon… eventide would bring its own soothing 

charm inducing me to open a bottle of wine and raise a toast to a day 

well-spent. Lying under the stars… stars winking back at you. A 

platinum moon hung in the night sky – spangled with stars. Off and on 

I saw a plane fade into a black dot. It’s time to invite some friends and 

guests for a party – presenting a riot of colours, smells, spices, music 
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and sparkling conversations… adding a festive touch and cheerfulness 

to my placid days… giving me a frisson of excitement. I heard someone 

congratulating me on my retirement by saying, “HAPPY LANDING!” 

– which so aptly chimed in with my own sentiments. Dear reader please 

come forward – in spirit and hand-in-hand, let’s do a tango together, in 

celebration of my retirement. 

 

 In a far corner of the room my eyes zeroed in on a female with a lit-

from-within persona and magnetic vitality looking at me with lively 

eyes… telegraphing a noticeable measure of interest… my heart 

skipped a beat and whispered, “Run right into her arms… perhaps she 

will lead you to your lost secret”… Cheers! 

 

(4) While walking in a quiet place, floating in a swimming pool, 

relaxing in a hammock, lying flat on a beach, listening to the waves, as 

they gently lap the shore...observing a sunrise or sunset, watching a 

moon behind a poplar tree, snuggling near a fire-place in winters or 

basking in moments of solitude... I often find myself meditating on one 

famous rabbi's teaching: "I am but dust and ashes. For my sake was the 

world created". 

 

Contributed by: Kamran Ahmad 
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The King had thrown a grand feast and the 

dignitaries were all around, relishing the 

sumptuousness of dinner when, suddenly, 

the young waiter, albeit proficient and 

confident in his job, could not avoid the 

entanglement of his livery and some of the 

stew fell on the King’s designer made dress. 

The blot made the King furious. “Off ye go, 

he thundered. “Let his hands taste the price 

for being slippery and his legs for being shaky.” Hearing this, the 

bewildered waiter’s hands shook one more time and, Lo and Behold, 

the bowl full of curry is on the King’s dress, soaking him wet and 

silencing the hall. Everyone waited with bated breath as to what fate 

awaits the poor soul who, everyone thought, must have lost his mind by 

adding insult to the injury. However, as is common with Kings, this 

time, rather than going mad with fury, he was dumbstruck. “What led 

you to this, he managed to ask.” The waiter fell on knees. “My lord! 

You are a just King. When the people heard you ordering savoring of 

my limbs for slipping a bit of stew on your dress, I saw bewilderment 

on their faces and they were horrified at your disproportionate award of 

punishment to balance my mistake. Therefore, in order to cast you just 

in the eyes of your guests, I decided to increase the impact of my 

mistake so that your punishment looks insignificant.” If there is doubt 

in any one’s mind, then rest assured that the waiter was forgiven and 

owing to this public show of these qualities of head and heart, must 

have been elevated to some higher assignments or he might have 

become the King’s confidant.  
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The story is typical and has the potential for interpretation in a lot many 

ways. However, let us keep things simple and say that words we utter 

have the ability to befriend as well as alienate others and that the right 

words uttered at the right time could produce fabulous and at times 

unexpected results. They have the potential to either make or mar our 

lives. However, mere words without the accompanying body language 

showing the sincerity of the speaker cannot be expected to have electric 

effects and may well earn scorn for the speaker. The study of literature, 

consistent and earnest, shapes our thoughts and gives us an unconscious 

control over our utterances.  Your love for literature is definitely going 

to keep you absorbed, exultant, fascinated and flabbergasted even at 

ordinary things. But, ladies and gentlemen! Be prepared, it may also 

lead you to the rivers of melancholy and make you sit there at the bank, 

not allowing to swim through. Contrary to the general notions that 

literature may make one brave and always up to the challenges, in 

reality, only brave people are drawn towards literature in the present 

age and then these people become a challenge to the multitudes who 

try, day in and out, to pull and draw them into their world of mediocrity. 

The more earnest this craving for literature, the more difficult the 

assimilation becomes.  A time comes when you prefer to converse with 

the written word as communication with others increasingly becomes a 

challenge and then an impossibility. The bureaucrat, who is trained to 

do routine tasks with efficiency and with a fair amount of consistency, 

may get entangled and start harbouring strange notions of 

perfectionism. As the bureaucrat rises up the ladder, he never knows 

when and how the lines got blurred and the perfectionist is now an 

indecisive and inactive chap who is not moved towards even the routine 

and mechanical work unless pushed and prodded by others. Having a 

very strong consciousness makes him lose touch with the outside world 

and he fails to realize that ‘straightforwardness’ is sometimes taken as 

‘insult’, ‘lack of decorum’ and ‘lack of good taste’. The ‘subjectivity’ 
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versus ‘objectivity’ in decision making is mixed up. What he considers 

‘empathy’ is viewed as subjectivity by others and his notions of 

objectivity may be cast aside as just a form of stiff- neck attitude. His 

respect for the written word may lead to a deep respect for rules and 

regulations which may be dubbed conveniently as following a ‘bookish 

‘approach and in turn label him as being ‘unpractical’ and ‘missing a 

touch of ground realities’. He may be scolded for taking a ‘microscopic’ 

view of things and in turn losing the ‘big picture’ when in fact all he 

will be doing will be struggling not to get entangled with the meanings 

of some words and phrases.  While he applies his mind and pushes it 

left and right to understand the meanings between the lines, most will 

be happy and contented if he fast learns to just put his initials instead of 

his mind.  At the height of career the literary mind, still at odds with the 

multitudes, considers itself ‘different’ and ‘sensitive’ whereas others 

express sympathy for its being ‘immature’ and ‘naïve’. Wisdom comes 

lingering, and, may not be painless, that despite having been schooled 

in the system for a number of decades, he remains an ‘undersigned’ 

alien to and for the system. Guilt sets in. Serious questions start 

cropping up. What was it that kept him out of the herd? At precisely 

what time did crudeness set in nurturing the superiority syndrome and 

making him incommunicado? This was perhaps superiority syndrome, 

acceptance will creep in. The syndrome has to be treated to make him 

normal and ordinary. It may (not) be too late. Time for another story. 

The animals of the jungle, one day decided, rather conspired and went 

to the lion. Sir. It appears that from time unknown you have been 

accustomed to the meat of your fellow animal beings but unlike some 

others animals who, if you do not mind, are heavier in weight and taller 

in height, remain on plants and vegetation. So, why not try the grass 

and the plants, if you consider us but your well-wishers. The lions 

considered, consulted and accepted the proposal as a pilot project which 

went ahead much to the deep anguish of the cubs who somehow could 
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not honour the pledge and occasionally did not look the other way when 

some animal just got trapped and lost the path. After a year of 

meatlessness, the lions, on the verge of starvation and barely able to 

move the flies off their tails, called the conference of animals which 

was not attended by anyone as the failure of the pilot project was 

smelled by all and it was understood that it was not to be repeated or 

replicated. This sent shudders among the animals but they were 

pleasantly surprised to find that lions were not able to even grab one of 

them not to talk of eating when they tried the next day.  

Note: Most of the stories are self-explanatory.  

       

Contributed by: Aamir Fayyaz 
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It can be termed without an ounce of doubt 

that the best brains in Pakistan want to be 

CSS officers. This proposition is based on 

some solid ground realities. The job of a civil 

servant is tagged with authority, charisma, 

pride and lucrative dividends and other fringe 

benefits. A CSS officer is held in high esteem 

at home as well as in alien lands. He has to 

shoulder the high profile responsibilities 

which play a pivotal role in the progress and 

prosperity of a nation. 

As the CSP lot is considered refined and sophisticated , we need 

purified and unpolluted souls for the execution of various tasks in 

exquisite manners. Very young officers, with fresh blood and energetic 

legs, are injected in bureaucracy. These energetic officers serve as a 

role model for other officials working in a number of departments. 

Moreover, these fresh young officers take the helm of key posts in the 

country and abroad so they are the backbone and a precious asset of the 

nation. It is imperative for these young officers to be pure at heart. To 

achieve this purity, spirituality will serve as a magic wand. A touch of 

spiritualism will whet and hone their capabilities. The main objective 

of spiritualism is the purification of self. This objective is achieved 

through rigorous self-discipline, deep meditation, self-introspection 

and thorough contemplation. 

Spiritualism, Mysticism and Sufism are the buzzword for the 

purification of human soul. In turn, this purification leads one to the 

path which is loved by ALMIGHTY ALLAH and His beloved Prophet, 

HAZRAT MOHAMMAD (PBUH). This chosen path guarantees a sure 

success in this and the hereafter as well. This genuine purification 

reveals upon us the true purpose of our existence. 
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It is spiritualism which dawns upon us that we are sent in this universe 

for the welfare and uplift of mankind. We learn the true meanings of 

service. Spiritualism inculcates in us the necessary emotions which 

make us more humane, compassionate and tolerant. The Sufi or a 

Mystic reposes absolute trust in God. He perceives the truth that God is 

love and sole purpose of our being on this planet is to love His creatures. 

If we look into the annals of history, we shall come to know that the 

sub-continent has been a home to great and unprecedented saints, sufis 

and mystics. These mystics spread and proselytized the message of God 

through their selfless services. They attached utmost importance to lay 

men and serve them without any discretion. Every human being 

benefited himself from the teaching and preaching of these chosen soul. 

They transcended the limits of time and place and became the heartbeat 

of millions of fallen souls. They influenced and inspired those 

individuals and persuaded them to love and serve God's creature. They 

were instrumental in making this planet a place of peace and tranquility. 

It had been the privilege of these selected souls that they never turned 

anyone empty-handed. They would listen to the dejected people with 

patience and love and had their problems solved. Whoever would spend 

time in their blissful company, felt an uncanny relief and peace of mind. 

They would deal needy and destitute with care and tenderness. Their 

behaviour and attitude became proverbial. 

Their teaching would weld people together rather than segregating 

them. They served as a hub and their followers would stick to them as 

iron-pieces. There will be no exaggeration if we compare them with a 

sun and their followers as planets. The bond of love and mutual trust 

would bind them together. This relationship served as a bedrock for a 

harmonious and homogeneous society where love and peace were the 

orders of the day. 

Now, if we analyze the situation, we shall realize that the CSP lot is 

also a chosen group of officers. They are selected for this coveted job 

on the basis of their emulate caliber, ability and talent. They are the 
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custodians of faith, unity and discipline as envisaged by our great 

leader, Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The CSS officers are trend setters and 

nothing base is expected from them. Their supreme duty is to serve the 

nation without any discrimination of sect, caste, social status and rank. 

It is said that CSS officers have an iron-rod in their necks. They are 

stiff-necked and remain aloof from the rest of the masses. Furthermore, 

it is a general concept that CSS officers are trained to rule and reign 

rather than to serve and accommodate. Their sole aim is to evoke awe 

and sham glory in the hearts of common folks. It is up to them whether 

to do their job honestly or otherwise. People think that unlimited 

powers are conferred upon them. Another instance is that their 

accountability is out of question. All these powers make them 

authoritative, haughty and self-willed. If we weigh these arguments 

without any bias and prejudice, we shall confess, to some extent, these 

reservations are valid and well-placed. At the moment, we are facing 

an existentialist threat. In this scenario of doom and gloom, the 

bureaucracy is required to play a cameo role for the emancipation of 

masses. Pakistan is coping with internal as well as external hostile 

forces which are hell-bent to malign our image. The young CSS officers 

are in dire need to prove that they are committed to serve the nation. 

They will have to prove the notion wrong which projects them as 

untouchable and superhuman creature. 

The blooming young officers can achieve this goal by treading the path 

of Spiritualism, Mysticism and Sufism. They must evolve those traits 

and characteristics which make them popular among the masses. They 

must build a rapport which may attract and invite the target community. 

Spirituality will lend a unique charm and beauty to their character and 

personality which will help them in carrying out their duties with 

panache and ability. If they serve the nation with politeness and 

kindness, the Omnipresent and the Omnipotent will assist them in their 

each and every task. I am sure that spiritualism is the sure panacea for 

our ills and woes and it will never fail us. 

By Khan Shahrukh Pakhiwaas 
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There is a phrase I once read, that I hold 

close to my heart. “Be yourself, it says, for 

everyone else is already taken”. In my 

opinion, the line holds a deeper meaning; for 

being yourself means, accepting yourself 

and perhaps being proud of yourself. We 

often spend our lives trying to be someone 

else. In our pursuits we love dearly, we lose 

ourselves and ultimately our happiness.  

 

When we are young, life is simple. We expect what we get and get what 

we expect. As we grow older, the tables turn on us. Love is replaced by 

cynicism, the truth with silence and freewill with illusions of freewill. 

We lose the light we were born with and spend our lives trying to find 

and piece together bits of what we have lost. This is a story of how I 

was born with light, as we all are, how I lost it and how I found bits and 

pieces of it again.  

 

My story began with a question:“Can you live forever?” The answer to 

the question is fairly simple and obvious.  

No, you cannot live forever it would be ludicrous to think otherwise. 

However, if you reach a compromise, parts of you can live 

forever.  They can live in the hearts of people whose lives you have 

touched; the ideals you have shaped; you live in the words you have 

written, the bricks you have laid and the lives you have bettered.  

 

My moment of realization came a little over two years ago. There I was, 

on the path to self agrandization, when I stopped and asked myself; is 

this what I want to be? Is this how I want to get there. I realized that in 

the process of being someone else, I lost myself and began to hate 

myself for what I was. I lost the light I was born with. 
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My realization was so profound that it led me to where I am today. Here 

I am, having made the most important discovery of my life, it is not 

logic that defines actions that exhilarate you, it is love that does. Love 

for yourself, for your fellow human beings, love for your country 

perhaps. Otherwise all men are equal before God: wisdom, talents, and 

virtue are the only difference between them. If you talk of love of 

yourself, remember we are the silver lining in every dark cloud we 

could ever find. There is no need to go looking for light when you bring 

it with you. Having found light within, I have begun to like myself. I 

often falter but nevertheless, I deserve points for trying. I do not love 

myself for who I am to me, but what I am to those around me. I find I 

can like myself, because I am considered worthy of love by those 

important to me, worthy to be prayed for and worthy to be friends with.  

 

I like how words strewn together make my heart leap, how music notes 

awaken something deep inside me or how the hiss and patter of the 

raindrops against the window instills a sense of calm in me. But such 

versions often elude me. I accept the rarity of such events. It is not 

amazing if it happens every day. I conclude here by saying that I know 

no one of us will live forever. Someday our lives will end, I will die, 

we all will die but by the virtue of what we do, parts of us will live on 

till eternity in the hearts of people whose lives we have touched. So 

keep the child in you alive. For that is where you will find the best of 

you and they are certainly worth loving. 

 

 

 

By Talha Zubair 
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History can be interpreted in two ways. 

The first viewpoint stresses upon the 

importance of individuals in the 

historical process and the way they 

shape history through their crucial 

decisions. While the other viewpoint 

focuses upon the peculiar 

circumstances arising in this complex 

world and the pressures they impose 

upon some key individuals sitting in the critical positions to face these 

unfathomable challenges. The King’s Speech explores the second 

viewpoint with the example of King John VI of Britain who had to 

overcome his personal inabilities to face the gigantic task of leading the 

nation during a time of crisis, the World War II. 

This richly pleasurable and instantly fascinating true life drama 

revolves around two characters mainly. At the one side there is the royal 

Albert (future King George VI played by Colin Firth) who is formal, 

emotional, temperamental, overburdened with inherited 

responsibilities; and to make it all even more complicated, he is a 

stutterer.  While on the other side there is the commoner Lionel Logue 

(played by Geoffery Rush) who is informal, rational, middle-class, 

bohemian, carefree, failed actor; who incidentally became an eccentric 

speech therapist. The story unfolds as Logue is selected to be the speech 

therapist for Albert by his wife Elizabeth. 

The interplay between them is essentially anti-Pygmalion in its nature. 

In Pygmalion, Professor Higgins demands Eliza to be more formal and 

trains her to be an upper class socialite. However, Logue tries to 

convince Albert that his inability has psychological roots in a repressed 
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and overly pedantic childhood; and to overcome it, he has to let go those 

formalities and become less posh. The strength of the movie lies in the 

performances of twinkly eyed Geoffery Rush and stubborn Colin Firth 

and the dynamics between the two would-be friends. Initially there is 

tension between the two. Logue demands to be treated as an equal while 

Albert wants to keep him at a distance and does not want his personal 

life to be discussed in a Freudian manner. Logue wins Albert’s trust and 

proves that his queer methods will succeed where all the famous doctors 

and speech therapists have failed. 

The film rightly captures the dynamics of the era it is showing. The 

cultural and political circumstances have been artistically manifested in 

the plot and exquisitely played by the characters. King George V 

emphasizes the growing importance of wireless radio and the way it is 

changing what is required of a monarch. It is no more adequate for the 

king to ride a horse to be spectacled from a distance by limited subjects 

of his country. The monarch, now, needs to outreach the masses in their 

homes and has to win their hearts and minds with convincing words 

and enchanting voice.  

The film does not invoke the political debate of monarchy vs. 

republicanism; however, it does represent the political tilt in the Britain 

towards the latter. It is not about the larger politico-administrative 

decisions that were taken because it was not the royal prerogative 

anymore to make those policy decisions during the twentieth century. 

It is about the individual struggle of a modern day monarch to overcome 

his personal fears in order to fulfill his duties which includes convincing 

people that they have a dynamic and confident figurehead to lead and 

steer the nation through difficult times. 

Tom Hooper has created a masterpiece through his intelligent direction. 

David Seidler has provided with an innovative, inspiring, and at times 
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witty screenplay which keeps the viewers highly indulged in the story. 

Helena Bonham Carter is adorable, curious, and supporting as the 

young Queen Elizabeth. With actors like Michael Gambon (King 

George V), Derek Jacobi (Archbishop) and Guy Pearce (King Edward 

VIII) in support, Hooper has evenly distributed the dramatic load so 

that all performances are equally enjoyable. The film rightly deserved 

four Academy Awards, or perhaps even more. In short, It is not only a 

film about a person who found his lost voice but also his place as one 

of the most important leaders in modern history. 

By Umair Khan 
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When carried away by wind far away from 

the pulsating beat and the noisy hustle and 

bustle of the city I grew up in, I found myself 

planted in a quiet niche of the world that was 

foreign to me, not in manner alone but 

linguistically too. Like a quiescent seed, I 

stayed dormant awaiting conducive 

conditions, the sunny summer to arrive to 

allow me to thrive, flourish and grow. Glow. 

Never do I like such passive starts! A diplomatic dormancy is a 

protection too, however-a refuge which one can momentarily withdraw 

in to map out a safe road for one to walk on.  It brings one joy 

unimagined. When one knows one’s potential voltage is enough not to 

let one die in dark, one cherishes ‘appearing’ a shadowy character. 

Mysteries, I always loved so much so that ending up being one sounded 

like something so exciting that resisting this temptation was no different 

than trampling a partially-opened flower…as betraying one’s own 

purpose. A bud flower I was. I could see that! A flower that was yet to 

open to the world so far oblivious of the could-be-found rarity in 

seemingly so humble and ordinary a genus. How well can ordinary 

mask the extraordinary is a secret yet unexplored. Undisclosed. For the 

ruins refuge the treasures and in ambers can one find the sparks of a 

new life. And it was too early to let this fact dawn upon the world before 

one had even marshaled one’s topsy-turvy and disorderly thoughts 

which seemed too unruly to succumb to any such effort made any soon. 

So, I allowed them the liberty to float free, transcending the exigencies 

imposed by this orderly chaotic world, cocooning myself in the world 

I had built myself for myself which I as a solitary moth always counted 

on…! 

By Saira Tariq 
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I shall hear voices- sounds of laughter, 

chants of elation and giggles.  The sound 

will echo from the lands afar, will strike 

my ear drums. As if each and every 

memory would be turned into melody, 

when played recalls the entire 

reminiscence. 30th September , 2016 

was the day we all embarked on a 

journey, ignorant of what we thought 

would be usual course, ultimately became the journey started, careless, 

happy and ready to greet everything with arms wide open. We still had 

that amount of innocence steering from the dark corners of corruption 

that kept us pure to some extent. The high part of a journey is its 

beginning , you never know what you will get just like a box of 

chocolates. 

Life at CSA is very hard with tough routine but charismatic, joyful, 

compelling, and alluring. It just does not go away. Once, you have 

lived, it is bound to stay with for the rest of your life. The first month 

of foundation course was amazingly astounding. Like the first love of 

boyhood. Friendships were structured, relationships were marinated 

and bonds were preserved. The most amazing memoir of Foundation 

course is without any doubt “Mam Amna Khan.” 

CSA provides us with the most stupendous, astonishing and jubilant 

memories of love. We are now at the end of our training here, with 

presence of enhanced maturity in our souls.  

Hot and cogent discussions with Sir Afzal Khial and Sir Khuda Bukhsh 

are going to end. Coup de oil of Dr. M. Asim, “I mean ………..come 
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on,” of Mam Tasneem , “ Hyposis and Quantive” of Sir Farooq Adeel 

, “Narrative, dissonance, big fat zero of director CTP , Sir Imran Ali is 

going to become the ever remembered part of our lives. 

The presentations, public speaking, Syndicate research , parliamentary 

debates, Country study tour and military attachment will never return 

back. 

Sounds of laughter while playing cards till late night in the common 

room of Bolan hostel with Rao Faizan , Salman Raza, M.Ali, 

Dr.Hassaan, Nasir Mehmood are going to lose their myth.  

Describing the end of our journey at CSA would not be possible as I 

found myself shy of words. It’s a condition characterized by emotional, 

very emotional with tears in eyes. 

All I shall hear afterwards shall be voices, all I shall see afterwards shall 

be flashes of recollections and all I shall remember afterwards shall be 

flashes of recollections and all I shall remember afterwards shall be 

moments preserved in thoughts. Winter mornings, cloudy evenings, 

dozing in auditorium, Violations, Penal PTs, Café 24 , marking bio 

metrics at last moment , all will be remembered. When I shall be sitting 

alone in half-light of canon, all existence will seem to fade to being with 

my soul, and recollections and sounds of these river like memories and 

the false hope, I will live it all again knowing the reality that it will 

never happen ever again. 

Thank you for reading, life is just like an ice cream , enjoy it before it 

melts. 

By: Usman Munir Saifi    
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It was a dark, stormy, rather 

insolent night of many whirls of 

unexpected monsoon that had hit 

Karachi really bad that summer. I 

walked towards the dark lobby of 

narrow passage that led me towards 

the dining room where my parents 

were restlessly waiting for me to 

join them for dinner. I threw my 

newly bought crisp Italian suit and 

tie on the floor, slammed the entrance door and violently pulled the 

dinning chair to support the unbearable weight of my recent decision. I 

drank the water with shaky hands that at very moment seemed like 

poison, my tongue stammered and in a loud and firm voice I broke the 

silence “I have resigned”. My parents in utter dismay stopped eating, 

stared at my pot red face and started swarming me with questions.  

 

“I have decided to prepare for civil services exam and join police 

service of Pakistan” 

 

Being a fresh business school graduate with high hopes I ended up with 

a few hundred rejection letters from business giants, months in to job 

hunting struggle. I was considered lucky to find a mediocre 9-5 desk 

job amongst many bright friends of mine who were still jobless. At this 

very fragile point of my life I took a decision that was irrational and 

way too risky. Despite me being penniless, jobless, the recent very 

dropping number of pass percentage of this exam, an additional burden 

--- I was in a lion’s den. I was stubborn, ardent, messy, severely 

depressed.  I choose for me a road less transverse and in midst of giving 
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up and continuing and my self-esteem shattered on being called 

“nakama” . I fell, I got up and I had one dream that was still guiding me 

through all evens and odds. 

 

I was alone and this was my journey. So, I locked myself in my room, 

prayed and started studying without any backup or escape plan. This 

was do or die. During the day time I would be helping my father’s 

struggling business and during night I would gulp on hundreds of pages 

of uncertainty. I worked too hard and “too” was an oxymoron. I lost my 

friends, even closest family ties severed. In fact they all walked out on 

me. 

 

The exam day came, two papers per day with no breaks in between. I 

for myself choose the hardest subjects possible just to test my limits. I 

was still very unsure. After months of waiting roll #----- was right there 

on the screen “I had failed” and all the predictions about my gloomy 

future had come true. I was devastated. This was no success story, I was 

a failure too soon to be a part of dust and smog. 

 

I cried and hid myself from sharp and rather flesh penetrating nails of 

criticism and insult from the people I once called my own. But as 

famous Paulo Coelho in his world famous book alchemist says “when 

you want something, all the universe conspires in helping you to 

achieve it”. My phone buzzed to the most irritating ring tone. I got an 

unexpected call from a person who was considered to be irrelevant, 

rather unstable with struggling past and present with no high holding in 

the family clan. The sharp, high pitched voice uttered a few simple 

words that shook me to my soul “I believe in you, your dream is my 

dream and I want to see you in that uniform--- either you die or live this 

is our dream now”. 
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I packed my bags, carried with me the weight of hopes and dreams and 

said goodbye to place I once called home.  As if, consciousness and 

unknown universal energy was pulling me towards a greater purpose in 

life that was not personal. As I look back I will rather call it “faith”. The 

same faith that had split red sea in two when Moses struck it with his 

ark and all the armies of Pharaoh drowned in it while he walked only 

walked forward. And the forward thrust was “destiny”.  

 

Dear friends, this beautiful journey in to the most prestigious institute 

of Pakistan did not only disclosed to me my hidden potential but 

remarkable human qualities of struggle, defiance and extraordinary 

spirit. With this struggle I was polished to a greater role of moral ethics, 

humility and resilience. The faulty foundations of my unhealthy ego 

and impatience and mindset of failure were shambled in to pieces and I 

was the creator of my own destiny.  The only aspect that we ignore in 

becoming is the vitality of healthy human relationships in growth and 

struggle. This struggle not only revealed to me my real friends, so called 

friends, friends of needs and my true friends. Changing human nature 

of loyalty and perception according to “their” needs. How good and bad 

can you become to someone when their need of you changes, then 

follows rights and wrongs and do’s and don’ts? Barriers leading to more 

barriers. It’s lose – lose situation. Respect yourself. 

 

Every rejection, every No, every heartbreak opened me to a greater 

understanding of life and spirituality, decluttering the negatives and 

unnecessary and choosing only the best because I accepted nothing less 

than best for myself. My standards evolved and at the end of the day I 

had to be with me alone and I was my best thing growing better in face 

of adversity. 

 

One end leads to another beginning. Being noosed by changing 

standards of high end living and being an honest officer at the same 
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time was the hardest battle. Being showered with stacks of cash, 

glistening gifts of extravagant gifts in black sheets was very tempting 

in lieu to change a few alphabets in papers counter signed by me.  

 

As I sat on termite eaten, cracked wooden desk in suburbs of Sindh. 

Being sucked by mosquito’s and cobwebs decorating cracked plastered 

walls of my new office. Smoking cigarette after cigarette. Holding my 

head between my sweaty palms, still dressed in my crisp uniform. 

Portrait of my father in Police uniform looking straight at me across the 

table. The clock struck 1:00am. I yawned. It was a difficult battle to 

choose to pay for my little girl’s new demand on themed birthday party, 

monthly fee of her elitist school and my wife’s latest demand of a 

diamond on our newborns birth. She came from a rich family and her 

expectations of me were far higher than serving as an honest police 

officer. I sighed. My honesty was shaky when choices were close to my 

heart. Yet again I walked over my temptations and left a note in the 

stack of cash saying: 

 

“See you in court, I will drag you to you to the alter with my very own 

hands” 

In the name of honor and blood, in the name of Pakistan... 

ASP Saud Khan” 

 

I looked at my shaky hands and carefully read the lines of my palm, 

blisters from chin up bar still fresh.  I was standing amongst cross roads. 

Well, I yawned and the same court bailed my “catch” in the light of 

little or no evidence. I cursed the system. The culprits were received 

like national heroes amongst the crowd of roaring supporters, chanting 

slogans and rose petals. I walked towards the opposite side with heavy 

feet like defeatist. Something in me died that day. This struggle was 

real and larger than life and many honest officers fell to the glitters of 

this diseased system.  
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Since my vows were stronger when I joined, I was OSD for good within 

three years of my service, where mediocre officers and rankers were 

raised to higher ranks before me. I was out stationed to suburbs where 

even water and electricity were a commodity. I was accused of being 

disrespectful to my seniors on refusal of certain duties on the basis of 

my moral grounds. Despite my utmost hard work, devotion and work 

ethics, my assessments were negative. I missed out on all family 

celebrations, I don’t know how my children looked like or how were 

they being bought up as. The relationship with my spouse was turbulent 

because either money wasn’t enough or time wasn’t enough.  

 

As the years passed by my youth was withered, my health deteriorated, 

I lacked sense of happiness and purpose, anti-depressants were only 

sustaining me, my ambition was rusted so was my zeal. I had given up 

all hope. I was living in hell and so often I thought death was the only 

escape from this life. 

 

“13February, 2017 7:00 pm – Lahore mall Road” 

In recent approval of CPEC, new formed ties with Russia, controversial 

American presidency, change of army chief, aggression on Eastern and 

Northern borders, panama gate scandal and privatization of pharma 

giants. A protest was going on and crowds were turning in to an angry 

mob. The threats were high from the enemies within and outside. I was 

called on emergency basis, I rushed with my mobile of commandos 

towards the site.  My task was to disperse the crowds and peacefully 

negotiate with the mob leader. I was calm, everything was going as per 

planned. A boy barely 14 escaped the guards of the barriers and lifted 

the pin. Next moment was sound of a trumpet blown explosion, fire, 

smoke, screams, cries, human bodies dispersed, ball bearings flying 

ballistic and I concussed on the metal railing ten feet away from original 

site. I laid on the concrete, semi-conscious, my crisp uniform was torn 

and as recent science says before death your brain flashes the memories 
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of your life for good seven minutes. I could see life flashing right in 

front of me. I remembered my parents, my beautiful, carefree 

childhood, my cigarette breaks on the tallest sky scarper of Karachi I.I 

Chundrigar road where I will look dreamily at the sunset and hope of 

being the CEO of the bank someday, my struggle in to bureaucracy, the 

day I fell in love, the innocent laughter of my daughter, my dreams and 

hopes all were naked now..” 

 

My wounds were so deep, blood creeped down the road, my pulse went 

weaker, and my heart beat was almost inaudible, right hand still 

clasping on my trusted Glock. I closed my eyes and gasped for air, a 

tear rolled down my cheek. I saw a man in white robe walking towards 

me, smiling and I thought it was paramedics but he shook my hand and 

introduced himself to me as “Israel” , in a loud and firm voice said“ we 

have been waiting for you for so long” I slowly pursed my dry and 

chapped lips graced unto my last words “my shahadah”. My eyes 

rolled and followed my soul as it gently creeped out of my rotten body, 

I was and I were “Nafs e Mutmainna” “the soul satisfied”. I could 

hear the divine  

 
“O (YOU) THE ONE IN (COMPLETE) REST AND 

SATISFACTION! COME BACK TO YOUR LORD WELL- 

PLEASED (YOURSELF) AND WELL PLEASING (UNTO HIM)! 

ENTER YOU THEN AMONG MY (HONOURED) SLAVES, 

AND ENTER YOU MY PARADISE!” (Quran Surah Fajar 89:27-

30) 

By Saud Khan 
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I picked up a photograph from the mantel 

piece and kissed it.  The familiar face that 

stared back at me was beautiful. Even 

behind the signs of age, one could see the 

wisdom in those deep dark brown eyes. It 

seemed as if those wrinkles were pleats in a 

curtain, which hid the experiences of life 

behind them. 

 

 I wiped the thick layer of dust on the frame's surface with my hand and 

looked down at the picture with renewed concentration. My eyes now 

searched for memories and recollections in that familiar face no longer 

by my side. It was as if the past had resurfaced from behind those layers 

of dirt as fresh as new. The past now flashed before my eyes, as alive 

as the present. 

 

"Fatimaaa!! You are doing great. Throw the ball here". I tried hard but 

could just throw it on the ground below. My arms were frozen worse 

than hers I believed. I knew I would never be able to use them the way 

she wants me to. I knew she was just trying to make me feel better and 

I knew that I would never be like other children in the ground. I was 

always weak in everything be it studies, sports, arts and even 

socializing. I felt that there's something wrong with me and I won't ever 

be able to overcome that wrong.  

 

Then came this girl who couldn't walk on her own or even eat on her 

own or write on her own. But she believed in herself and for that matter 

even me. And because I felt that she would be the only one who would 
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do worse than me. I instantly befriended her because at least I would 

feel superior to someone in the school and also because nobody was 

friends with me. 

 

But it proved to be exactly the opposite as I started feeling worse. She 

thought she could do everything in her life even without her limbs and 

I with limbs at such young stage of my life believed that I was a failure. 

I did not participate in any co-curricular activities but she did. She even 

participated in races on her wheel chair and when she would stay 

behind, she would start cheering for others.  

 

I then derived my strength from a friend I considered disabled and 

inferior. I started participating in everything too. Times passed, months 

turned into years and we joined university. I was not same Fatima. I 

was what Anum always wanted to be. She slowly made me real 

manifestation of the dreams she saw for herself. My parents were proud 

of me now. Mum won't worry for me much as she knew I would do 

well on life. I was famous for my numerous talents. She taught me 

things that she couldn't do herself. We became architects, built different 

famous buildings. Ideas were hers and I would draw. We reached the 

glory of architectural art together. People would get shocked to see a 

woman with no hands or legs saying that she built enormous 

skyscrapers. I would feel proud and accomplished. Later I got married 

had children, started my own business. Anum was lost somewhere in 

hustle and bustle. We would talk less and meet lesser. I would contact 

her when I need some sincere advice or a shoulder to cry on or when I 

felt defeated. She would always exhibit vibrancy and radiance. 

Welcome me warmly and then we would have spent amazing time 

together and I would always leave her place with all my problems 

solved. 
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Then after many years one day I received call from her mother telling 

me that she was no more. I was shocked and devastated. She stayed ill, 

fought a disease like cancer for long and passed away and I didn’t even 

know. She was always there to help me fight my battles but she never 

let me help her with hers. With a very heavy heart and teary eyes I went 

to her house hurriedly. There I saw many people like her who were 

especially abled but also had courage and determination like her. I was 

overwhelmed with respect, love and guilty at the same time. My friend 

was not only a great support for me but she was a ray of hope for many 

people who were disabled, people who couldn’t have done anything 

without her, people like me. I realized that instead of being totally abled 

I was of no help to my dear dear friend and just cared about little things 

happening in my life and took refuge in her arms. 

 

Now when she was no more I decided to be Anum for people who 

trusted her so much. She died but I decided never to let her dream die. 

So here I am old and weary in the same house, her house looking at her 

photograph and deriving courage and determination. 

 

By Shazzak Mansha 
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A small nine-year-old human head 

peeped through the quarter exposed 

window of a large room. His eyes were 

brown and were staring intently at a 

person lying on a bed adjacent to the 

window. A slanted ray of sunlight 

sneaking from the blinds pulled three 

quarters down, after illuminating the tiny 

particles in the space was shining over the corner of that person’s 

partially open eyes, giving them a golden sparkle. A doctor stood 

hovering above him. His broad face and grey eyes were expressionless 

as he observed the patient as if he were a porcelain doll. The atmosphere 

in the room was that of a gloomy one, as suffering was evident 

everywhere. Despite of all the happenings that were taking place in the 

room, including the arrival of a latest patient, the eyes from the window 

were still looking at that person, the child’s father. Ali’s father had been 

admitted to the CCU section of a local hospital after he had suffered a 

heart attack. Right next to his father was seated his mother, a thin and 

nervous wisp of a woman with frightened eyes. Children were not 

allowed in the ward, so Ali had taken the liberty of climbing on to a 

stool and observe his father from the partially covered window. Only 

yesterday they had been playing carom board in their newly constructed 

home, when his father had complained of pain in his left arm. Four 

hours later an ambulance was escorting them to the hospital. Ali, of late, 

had seen such incidents on the T.V. The siren of the ambulance, dead 

bodies, crying faces were all frequently shown on the media. The eyes 

were searching his father thoroughly as the nurse checked the ECG 

running on the monitor. Various images were flashing through his 

young mind. From the image of his cheerful father playing carom, to 
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the revolving and alarming red lights of the ambulance and then the 

frozen image of his father lying feebly in despair. His mother’s hands 

were clenched and she was reciting prayers for his ailing husband. Ali 

suddenly felt desperate, as if he was being refused a toy he wanted to 

buy. He wanted to be in that room, be with his parents but he had been 

told that he could no go inside. Ali’s maternal uncle stood by his side, 

as he stood watching.  

 

“Abba look at me.”, Ali cried softly.  

But his father did not move. Ali knitted his brow angrily and got down 

from the stool.  

“What’s the matter, Ali? “, asked his uncle.  

“Abu is not responding. What is the matter with him?”  

“Beta, he is tired, he needs rest.”  

“But he can rest at home.”  

“Yes, but he needs special rest. Remember your dadi; she also had to, 

a year ago.”  

“But, then she never woke up. Will this happen to Abu as well?” asked 

Ali with drowning eyes.  

“No beta, don’t worry. Just pray to Allah, like you do when your Abu 

takes you to the mosque on Friday.”  

“Okay.” Ali closed his eyes tightly and started praying.  

 

The coming seven days were a multitude of problems for Ali’s family. 

Their faces were anxious, eyes weary, and hands clenched. Each visit 

to the hospital was agony for Ali as he had to climb on the same stool 

and stare at his motionless father. He had stopped playing with his toys, 
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and spoke less with his friends because he thought that he was 

responsible for getting his father tired. He used to ride on his father, as 

he became a mock horse. He used to run after him chasing the cat. He 

used to wake him up in the middle of the night, when he thought there 

was a monster in his closet, waiting to haunt him. He wanted to make 

it up for his Abu but could not manage to do so and this helplessness 

was wearing him down.  

 

On a typical Monday, Ali was perched on his stool, as the shades of 

evening were settling in. A couple of doctors surrounded his father 

making different check ups. Ali did not like them. His father was still 

asleep. Ali cured his father whenever he had a headache by giving him 

a massage with his small and soft hands or by using his doctor set at 

home. Maybe he’ll bring that tomorrow. A cool breeze rustled Ali’s 

hair and suddenly he saw the hand of his father move. He leapt in 

delight, as the silent eyes of his father gleamed when they met his. Ali 

ran inside, breathless, just wanting to touch his father. The nurse outside 

stopped him, as Ali’s uncle caught up with him, asking him to wait. He 

loosened his stretched out arms leaving them to swing freely. Five 

minutes later, Ali saw relief on the face of his mother. His father was 

being taken out on a wheel chair. Although he looked still exhausted 

his face beamed at the sight of his son. He was escorted to the general 

ward. Signs of happiness lined Ali’s face after a long time, as he walked 

on the shiny polished floors of the hospital as if he was skiing. He 

followed his father into the room along with the nurses while his mother 

stayed behind.  

 

“Abid, when should we tell him?” inquired Ali’s mother.  

“Baji, we should wait till bhai-jaan gets better.” Replied Ali’s uncle.  

“I am worried about him. He landed in this place working himself out 

for that house. Now we had to keep it as mortgage for his medical 

expenses.”  

“Don’t worry Baji, Insha’Allah everything would go fine.”  
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“Insha’Allah.” said Ali’s mother resting the matters on the heavens.  

An angioplasty had to be performed and in the recent wave of inflation, 

free cash was hard to come by. Ali’s mother was happy that her husband 

had recovered, but was also confused what effect the news would have 

on him.  

 

Ali’s father had to remain in the hospital for another week. He gradually 

regained his health. The world around him didn’t provide him any 

motivation to live, but the sight of his nine-year-old child brought life 

back into him. Every glance of his energetic son and every touch of his 

adoring wife raised a tide of determination and verve. Meanwhile, his 

wife remained subdued.  

 

“What’s the matter, Sara? You look puzzled.” Implored his husband  

“It’s nothing. I just want to tell you something. “Stammered his wife  

“What? Just tell me?”  

“Jamshed, we had to keep the house under mortgage for your treatment. 

We’ll soon get it back.”  

Jamshed remained silent, his face expressionless but who knew what 

was going through his weakened heart. Suddenly Ali came bustling in 

the room, a balloon in his hand, sitting in his father’s lap telling him 

about the fun that he had in the cafeteria.  

The night passed, and the shadows of night changed into a bright sunny 

morning. A nurse came in the room, pushing the curtains aside, and 

allowing sunlight to glisten the room.  

“Good news, Mr. Jamshed. You are free to go home today. The doctor 

will be in shortly.”  
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With this the nurse left the room, as Jamshed lay on the bed, his eyes 

fixed on the moving fan.  

After an hour or so, Jamshed was taken outside along with his wife and 

son. Ahmad, Ali’s uncle had a car parked for them across the road. As 

Jamshed walked towards the car, an ambulance was coming in with a 

new patient. Ali suddenly ran back to the hospital.  

“Where are you going, Ali?”  

“Abu, you go to the car. I forgot my balloon in the room.”  

Jamshed sat in the car waiting for Ali. Ali came dancing out of the 

hospital as he had numerous plans to surprise his father at home. He 

thought of his hand made card and how he learned to make tea for him. 

He thought he would never force his Abu to play with him tirelessly. 

He thought he would make himself so strong by drinking his chocolate 

milk so that he would never ever let his father swing between the slope 

of life and death. But he was suddenly violently shaken as a booming 

bang shook the vicinity. Ali stood a silent spectator, as he witnessed a 

huge explosion. Debris everywhere, people screaming, chaos, ashes of 

dust in the air, sirens of ambulances and the car in which his recovered 

father had been sitting had disappeared in rubble of boulders. And Ali 

stood watching this with a lone thread in his hand. 

By Mohammad Adeel 
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CSA TITLES 

1. Robocat of CSA                         Usman Ghuman 

2. Most peaceful sleeper                Salman Liaquat 

3. Most studious probationer        Kashaf Yasmeen Malik 

4. Scholar of CSA                              Nabeel Siraj 

5. Most obsequious probationer   Ehtishaam ul Haq 

6. Nightingale of CSA                         Maleeka Jaffri 

7. Somalian probationer                   Ghayyour 

8. Cinderella of CSA                          Aimen Tahir 

9. Hero of CSA                                    Saad Khattak 

10. Sleeping beauty of CSA                Uzma Sharif 

11.  Mudabbir probationer                 Sumnoon Basra 

12.  Selfie expert of CSA                      Tanveer Ahmed 

13.  Chocolate boy                                Hussain Aziz 

14.  Socrates of CSA                              Akhter Tonali 

15.  Zia Moeeuddin of CSA                   Waqar Hussain 

16.  Perfectionist of CSA                        Mohammad Adeel 

17.  Stud of CSA                                       Omer Mahar 

18.  Chinese Bureaucrat of CSA             Ijaz Hussain 

19.   Powerpuff girl of CSA                     Bushra  

20.  Gynecologist of CSA                      Mareena 

21.  Philosopher of CSA                          Shomaila 

22.  Table Tennis champ of CSA           Azka Zafar Rana 
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Would you come with me to the mountain tops, 

Or should I take your shadow along, 

I’ll make do with your shadow for 

now,                                                          

Like I do with the shadow of God. 

  

I'll hold it safe in my grins and glee, 

As I take it all around with me, 

In the sight of light, such humble might! 

Who could've missed! Who could've seen! 

  

Or I’ll let you lose in the vast of the wind, 

Where you belong! 

I’ll set you free right under my skin, 

Welcome home! 

  

And if you let me I will send to you, 

A shadow of me to see you through. 

A shade you need, 

A shade, that just as much, needs you. 

Just as something you could believe in, 

Or something I could live up to. 

‘Cause I hope or probably from somewhere I know, 

That a shadow is enough, 

A shadow will do. 

In this lifetime; or a million through. 

Azka Zafar Rana 
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My silence talks to you, 
In ways I don’t understand. 
Do my words get through to you? 
Can you decrypt the cipher that I am? 
  
A look and you know what’s up in my head, 
A pause or two, and all is said, 
Like a just found message from a long left home, 
You nod and smile, and the pain is gone. 
  
I haven’t figured you out, I never plan to, 
Do you miss me when I’m gone? Cause I never do. 
I would have asked you to stay, 
But I’d never have enough of you anyway, 
So I let you go, and the next thing I know, 
I couldn’t have you more, not even if I had you. 
  
You’re all my answers, you’re all my rewards, 
That I still have to earn, that I didn’t ask for. 
I’m troubled by warmth, I’m eased by cold, 
My heart knows the answers that yours unknowingly holds. 
  
I’m on my knees, my heart on my sleeve, 
What possibly can the world take away from me, 
I chose this path, I dreamt this dream, 
A path that in itself is a gift, 
A dream that beats all reality. 
  
This thirst that keeps me out on the road, 
It’s worth every scuffle, it’s worth every sob, 
This excruciating pain that’s killing me from inside, 
Is the thorn in my heart that’s keeping me alive. 
  
You help me endure, 
Your silence holds the cure. 

Azka Zafar Rana 
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When the withered leaves of the old tree, 

Falls over the damp street, 

When the dim harmonics of the flute, 

Rings softly in ear and squeezes, 

When the chirping horns of cycle, 

Dissolves the air around to breathe, 

When the piercing drops of the falling 

rain, 

Shatters the senses, making insane, 

When the fragrance of the Sleeping flowers, 

Cuts the soul, but in body remains, 

I sit beside the lonely bench, 

And think about the hollow World, 

Pretentious, fake and inhumane hunch, 

I wipe my tears of helplessness, 

And silently pray for Peace and Love, 

I hope this mayhem will come to an end, 

And World would see the ray of tolerance! 

 

By Maleeka Jaffri 
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Have you ever touched the sky? 

A rose asked the cloud. 

The downy cloud spoke; 

“I dreamt and I tried. 

In endeavor, I shed and touched the barren land. 

The golden pearls of singing rain enriched the silent soil. 

The soil sang and you were born, Sweet pretty rose. 

I have touched the sky!” 

 

By Khadija Saeed 
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Life is neither the bed of roses; 

Nor it is the bed of thorns 

It’s a journey to know oneself; 

It’s a voyage to explore 

In the midnight, I see stars 

Shinning up high in the dark 

Tiny dots as I stare 

Makes the difference as they spark 

Difficulties, troubles and deceits 

Hope for the best even in defeat 

By looking the heart, one can find  

God is there lying inside 

Never lose trust when life is hard 

Just search deep inside your heart 

Until you get what you want 

Hope is just a blink apart 

That gives courage to access 

Achievement, victory and success 

Something that can make you fly 

Like a bird in the sky 

Spread your wings and feel the air 

Expand your thoughts and explore the treasure 

Chains are not that bind one’s thoughts 

Chains are in the minds and hearts 

Do it what you want to do 

Be one as you dream to be 

Don’t give ears to what others say 

While the sun shines, make the hay 

What make difference are your thoughts 

Don’t let others dull your spark 

 

BY: Madiha Amna 
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Every speck that meets the eye 

Seems caught in the conundrum of “I” . 

Ever wonder 

Why the sky blue 

Seems bent on changing its original hue 

Or the ball of fire erstwhile gold 

Dyes its face with red while growing 

old. 

Ever wonder 

Why this manic moon 

Grows and wanes as it is but Life’s lampoon 

Or a seed sleeping quietly in Earth’s lap 

Breaks the roof of its own house to give itself to Life’s golden trap. 

Ever wonder 

Why the clouds happy in the sky 

Cast their pearls like tears of cry 

Onto the Earth 

Which since its birth  

Loves devouring one life 

To bring many more to strife. 

Ever wonder 

Why the green leaves of hope 
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But turn to mummies of gold while trying to cope 

With 

The conundrum of “I”. 

So is Man with a busy mind but a heavy heart 

Like a frail child trying to drag an overloaded cart 

Who falls but rises again and again 

Like a blind man running to catch his train 

But misses his train  

Yet keeps on running though in vain 

Till 

Death comes around 

And finds his evasive friend 

Who is but damned to die 

With no answers to this conundrum of “I” . 

 

 

By Mehreen Baloch 
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Part I 
 

A philosopher who surrendered himself to truth 

crafted nothing but a thought 

It could be vile 

Hostile 

Or could be 

sheer love 

It haunted the pessimism 

of strength, 

And was delivered on pages 

of discontent 

 

 

Critics tore it apart 

Cults lived by its code 

Hippies sang about it  

in their dreamlike vantage 

of high romance 

Poets fed on the whimsical 

manic half wrought thought 

And half-nerd loners in their sleeping gowns 

typed out fantasies upon fantasies 

of a new world where  

roosters are ruled  

by virtue of that thought. 

Playwrights hallowed the same,  

in macabre motifs  

which silently expressed in a carousel of lore, 

a gut wrenching reality 

a heartfelt banality 
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And the absurd languor of life 

Where the pyramids of need 

and the chains of hunger 

break and collapse  

under the weight of civil pride 

 

'Let us decide the future of thought', 

such echoes are heard 

in the corridors supreme. 

And a struggle ensues 

within these hallways of power. 

 

First blood is drawn  

as herdsmen draft a litany of ideals 

Followed by an uproar, 

which gathers murky storms, 

deluge of accusations 

'Liberal Fascists',  

'Commie Bastards', 

'Pseudo Right Wing Satanists' 

Divided by fine strokes of ideology 

honourable members fight 

The upper and the lower, 

both houses of cards 

ruffle to the ground 

 

Then some from pulpits of honour 

whisper a moral rhyme 

And some drooling in the galleries 

send down lightning strikes 

 

Finally, the sheep rebel  

Riots transcend into holy jams 

Traffic Jam 

Wheel jam 
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Friday jam 

Noon jam 

 

Not far from the center 

Another stage is set 

for the wise history boys 

Wearing colours of their intent 

Constructing opinions 

Prime time 

each night 

Writing editorials  

Filling the inner sanctum 

of newspapers with rage 

For what? 

For a few full page ads? 

For unworthy honorarium? 

For a pat on the back? 

Or maybe  

For that much hyped envelope 

thick and warm 

sealed with love. 

 

But what happened to the thought, 

from where it all began? 

Dead philosopher's burden  

on the shoulders of common man. 
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Part II 
 

The thought is not dead yet 

 

It is there on the lips 

of the junky who shivers in summer heat 

whose ribs have bruised his own skin 

and whose stomach has vanished  

in thick black smoke 

 

It is there on the minds 

of the men who drink Hennessy 

who say no to pork and no to faith 

whose existential freedom is too big for words 

 

It is there in the eyes 

of the women who come home to be abused 

who wash and clean and rub the stains of rich 

and whose children wear with pride the broken alms 

 

It is there in the voice 

of the people of faith who heal with their breath 

who with their backs propped by the gilded bolsters 

desire union with divine 

 

It is there in the cry 

of that hideous little child whose limbs have melted 

who will soon die  

and whose memory is replaced by another misery 

 

It is there in the smile 

of a nine year old nanny  

who harbors the guilt of stealing a comb? 

whose fancy is chained to the dresser in Madam's home 
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It is there in the laugh 

of that snobbish young gun who fondles the curves 

of a frightened poor thing 

whose pleasure is pure mischief 

 

It is there in the words 

of a poet who sleeps 

whose words have died before his own death 

who curses the muse and his own birth 

 

It is there on the walls 

hanging by colours, all shades of red 

in broad strokes of a brush 

painted in haste to start a war 

 

It is there in the wake 

of chaos, in the silence that follows 

remodeled by people 

reshaped by collective wisdom 

Presented in a new form 

by honourable men in power 

A grotesque image 

accepted, signed, and ratified 

It has now become Law. 

A statutory promise for all to live by 

In a thousand page manual 

Penal Code for the ages 

 

"...shall be punished with death..." 

 

By Mowahid Kiani 
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With a routine so dreadfully tight 

With administration that gives us fright 

With exams and presentations aggravating 

plight 

CSA offers you a good fight 

With probationers so brutally bright 

With violations which are not to be taken light 

With every, sleepless dark night 

CSA offers you a good fight 

With director from op-eds who meticulously cite 

With DG with morals at such a height 

With answers that are never right 

CSA offers you a good fight 

With matches we win that leads to AG’s pride 

With happy visits home every fortnight 

With a promise of an upward flight 

CSA offers you a good fight 

 

By Shazzak Mansha 
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Walking down the sands… 

I’ve lost 

The sense of track 

Of time too, perhaps… 

I hear the watch tickle 

With moments dropping mighty fast 

Ensnared, 

In clueless labyrinths of time 

Enveloped by dark and dust, 

Haplessly, I am… 

Waiting, to be consumed. 

 

 By Saira Tariq 
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In a barren land where nothing grows 

In absolute gloom 

I will light a flicker 

And I will let it burn 

Until you turn 

Into fire 

Singed with desire 

Then I will scatter away the ashes 

Of what once was 

Or what once could be 

Let reasoning take form 

And, words dispel mystery 

Of fire that will consume you  

Rage that will confuse you  

So you may feel the burn 

Until your ashes turn 

Into a Phoenix  

And, then we will fly away 

In the dark, our only hope- a spark 

 

Maryam Haya Talpur 
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